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Help importers comply with rules, urges Cebu Customs collector

THE Bureau of Customs
(BOC) expects that members
of the Chamber of Customs
Brokers Inc. (CCBI) will keep
abreast of the updates in taxation, customs rules, orders,
and procedures to help importers comply with these
rules.
In his keynote speech
during the induction of new
CCBI officers at Bai Hotel last
June 14, 2021, BOC Port of
Cebu District Collector Charlito Martin Mendoza said that
only by being a stickler to
compliance can CCBI members stand by their duty to ensure that importers’ shipment
is not delayed, their obligation to pay duties and taxes is
properly carried out.
The event was attended
by outgoing CCBI officers led
by immediate past president
Israel Alin, and incoming
CCBI officers under incumbent president Ronald Grancho.
“In doing so, they (importers) may continue to do
business,” Mendoza said.
Mendoza said that by
ensuring compliance to BOC
regulations, the brokers ensure that their client-importers are reducing their cost by
avoiding delays, penalties,
and persecution.

At the same time, Mendoza said they are contributing to the pandemic response
of the government.
Mendoza added that they
in the BOC are tasked to facilitate trade and maximize
revenues from imports.
“Even though it seems
that we are in opposing sides,
we must remember that
we work towards the same
goals,” Mendoza said.
The District Collector
said revenues must be assessed and paid correctly,
if we in government is to
respond to this crisis with
efficiency, so that “ayuda”
can be given, vaccines can
be procured, medical frontliners can be given their due
salaries and hazard pay, citizens can survive, and return

By: ELIAS O. BAQUERO
to jobs in a reopened economy.
“Remember that as customs brokers, you are the
primary go-between of importers to transact business
with the government. Therefore, you have a duty to our
importers, your clients. Our
importers rely on your technical expertise and services
to the foremost, not get them
into trouble with the Bureau
of Customs,” Mendoza said.
He said he observed four
things done in this pandemic that helped them through,
as an easy way to remember, they spell out the words
“WISE.”
He said “W” stands for
We as they are in this togeth-

er. “I” stands for Integrity as
they are all doing their jobs
with utmost professionalism
and uncompromised integrity. “S” stands for Service. And
“E” stands for Endurance, as
they are working and making
progress on long-term projects even amid a crisis.
“We are in this together,
with Integrity in every encounter, to Serve the Filipino
people, so that we may Endure beyond this pandemic,
and prosper for our future,”
Mendoza said.
He said that customs
brokers have the obligation
to CCBI to contribute to improve the perception of the
public of their profession as a
whole and maintain the business and professional integrity of their firms and them-

BROKERS’ INDUCTION. BUREAU OF CUSTOMS-PORT OF
CEBU ACTING DISTRICT COLLECTOR CHARLITO MARTIN
MENDOZA (LEFT) ADMINISTERS THE OATH OF THE NEW
BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND
OFFICERS OF THE CHAMBER OF CUSTOMS BROKERS
INC.-CEBU, HEADED BY ITS
PRESIDENT RONALD GRANCHO AT THE BAI HOTEL IN
MANDAUE CITY, CEBU

selves.
“And while you work on
raising the level of integrity
in your profession, so too,
do we, in the Bureau of Customs, strive to streamline
our procedures and raise the
standards for integrity of everyone in the bureau,” the
district collector said.
Under the tireless and
hands-on leadership of Customs Commissioner Rey
Leonardo Guerrero, Mendoza said the whole BOC, including the Port of Cebu in
particular, is well on its way
to proficiency with the Performance Government System.
“I acknowledge your organization and each of its
members for the cooperation, compliance, and commitment to service which
helped all of us in our sector navigate the difficulties
of this pandemic,” Mendoza
said.
He said that with the
roll-out of the vaccines, we
now see the recovery of the
economy.
“It may not be immediate, but economic reopening
is within sight already. We
must continue to work together towards that,” Mendoza said.
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165 HOTS in DOLE-7’s
virtual Kalayaan job fair
ABOUT 165 jobseekers were hired on the spot
(HOTS) during the Department of Labor and Employment-7’s (DOLE-7’s) virtual
Kalayaan Job Fair held from
June 8 to 12, 2021.
According to DOLE-7
Regional Director Salome
O. Siaton, the number is expected to increase within the
week as there are about 350
applicants falling under the
near-hear category.
“We are happy of the
outcome of the activity. With
the encouraging number of
HOTS, we’d like to also give
credit to the participating
employers who saw and considered the potentials of the
jobseekers that applied for a
position in their respective
companies,” she said.

A
total
of 12,995 local positions
were made
available by
49
participating employers. “For
the local job
fair, we registered 4,127
applicants
with 165 of
them hired
on the spot,” added Siaton.
For the overseas job fair,
2,094 overseas positions
were up for grabs. The Philippine Overseas Employment
Administration
(POEA)
registered 3 participating
employers and around 222
applicants, of which, 29 are
already on the stage of being

nearly hired.
The widespread dissemination of the details of the job
fair through the DOLE-7’s
media partners and the online platform provided many
jobseekers and the graduating students access to ample
and timely information, she
continued.

O n
11 and 12
June 2021,
DOLE-7 together with
Workbank,
Inc.,
conducted a series of Employment
Coaching
Sessions,
which were
mostly participated in by Grade 12 Senior High School and 4th
Year College Students coming from the different schools
and universities all over Central Visayas.
Apart from the coaching
sessions, DTI also provided
webinars on Entrepreneurial
Mind Setting and Consumer

Advocacy.
The celebration of the
World Day Against Child labor also coincided with the
virtual 2021 Kalayaan Job
Fair.In line with it, the DOLE
released over One Million
Pesos in livelihood assistance to the parents of the
profiled child laborers in Basak, Mandaue City.
Closely working with
the DOLE were the Department of Social Welfare
and Development (DSWD),
ALU-TUCP, World Vision,
Police Regional Office (PRO7), Commission on Human Rights (CHR), Ramon
Aboitiz Foundation (RAFI),
Cebu Association of PESO
Managers (CAPESOM) and
Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA)

Cebu establishments receive DTI ‘Gold Bagwis’ seal
AT LEAST 30 department
stores, supermarkets, and service and repair shops in Cebu
received recognition of their
efforts to uphold the rights
and welfare of consumers and
the practice of responsible
business amid the pandemic.
The Department of Trade
and Industry (DTI)-Cebu
provincial director Rose Mae
Quiñanola said has granted the “Gold Bagwis” seal to
these establishments.
“The certificate of continuous compliance is given to
establishments conforming
with the parameters set forth
by DTI (after three years of

the first award) and the applicable consumer laws, effective customer relations,
efficient store management
operations, exemplification
of social commitment and responsibility, and established
quality orientation management,” she said in a statement.
DTI extended the validity
of the Gold Bagwis Awards
conferred to Toyota Mandaue
(Cebu City, South and North),
SM City Cebu Supermarket,
Savemore Market (Mactan,
Basak, Maribago, EMall, Maguikay, Parkmall and Canduman), Belmont Industrial

Tool Center, Super Shopping
Market (Cebu and JCenter
Mall), Metro Department
Store (Ayala and Colon) and
Robinsons
Supermarket
(Banilad, Cebu-Fuente and
Talisay).
“There are plenty of benefits of having this award (DTI
Bagwis Seal). This includes
internal solving of consumer
reports, promotion of products and services and priority
slots to seminars and workshops by DTI,” Toyota-Cebu
customer relations manager
Edward Darrel Caratao said.
DTI Cebu also cited the
same ‘Gold’ seal to new ap-

plicants including Metro
Ayala (Supermarket and Appliance Center), Metro Colon
(Department Store and Appliance Center) and several
branches of the Robinsons
Supermarket (Island Central
Mactan, Pueblo Verde Mactan, Tabunok, Minglanilla,
Talamban, Baseline Center
Cebu and Galleria Cebu).
The seals were handed on
Wednesday and will be placed
at the consumer welfare/customer service desks of the conferred establishments.
Other retail establishments like specialty stores,
hardware stores, and appli-

ance centers may also vie for
Bagwis Awards, and are encouraged to apply for this annual awarding to safeguard
the interests of consumers
and to foster fair business
practices.
Applicants may contact
DTI Cebu–Consumer Protection Division via telephone
255-6971 local 302 and/or
email
r07Cebu-CPD@dti.
gov.ph for information, assessment and technical assistance.
The awarded establishments were also informed
and are encouraged to apply
for the DTI Safety Seal.

TESDA, Cebu contractors to train competitive workforce
A MEMORANDUM of
agreement (MOA) was signed
between Technical Education
and Skills Development Authority (TESDA) and Cebu
Contractors Association to
train and produce globally competitive construction
workers.
TESDA Director General Isidro Lapeña who visited
Cebu City to sign the MOA,
said “the establishment of an
industry board in every region is important as this will
encourage the participation of

our partners from the private
sector in improving various
aspects of technical vocational education and training, or
TVET in the country.”
He said TESDA has intensified its efforts “in establishing linkages with industries
and key stakeholders so they
can be our partners in shaping globally competitive middle-level human resources.”
The program, he added,
is a way of ensuring that TESDA’s actions are harmonized
with the end-user’s pursuit

that the skills the agency has
been providing are responsive
to the needs and requirements
of the industries.
Lapeña said the newly created industry board will serve
as the channel of the existing
industries in terms of design
and implementation of projects, programs, and activities
for the technical and vocational education and training
scholars.
“We will tap the experts
in the construction industries
in the development and regu-

lar review of our training programs to ensure that what we
teach in TESDA is at par with
the international standards,”
Lapeña further said.
TESDA will work with the
board in developing various
mechanisms to encourage
wider participation in implementing
enterprise-based
training programs.
“The need of our kababayans (countrymen) for new
career opportunities is more
than enough reason for us to
work closely together to help

them survive and recover from
the impact of this pandemic,”
he added.
Lapeña thanked Engineer
Francis Gerard “Jigger” Cañedo
for leading the Cebu Contractors Association in partnering
with TESDA in producing internationally competitive skilled
workers for construction projects, both domestic and abroad.
The board, which has an
active involvement with construction industry players, will
help address the job-skills mismatch in the country, he said.
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VFA needed to implement
defense treaty: Teodoro
FORMER Department of
National Defense (DND) Secretary Gilbert “Gibo” Teodoro
said the Visiting Forces Agreement (VFA) is really needed
because the 1987 Constitution
has mandated that no foreign
troops whatsoever will be allowed in the Philippines unless
a treaty is recognized by the
other country too.
With this, Teodoro said
there must be a VFA between
us and the United States so
both countries can implement
the Mutual Defense Treaty.
He said that because of
that absolute ban on foreign
troops, it has affected the Philippines since the foreign troops
must be in the country not only
for military exercises but social

GILBERT “GIBO” TEODORO
FORMER Department of National
Defense (DND) Secretary

and economic assistance as
well in times of emergencies
like pandemic and disasters.
Teodoro said that when
Typhoon Yolanda hit the Philippines on Nov. 8, 2013, military troops from around the
world came to the country for

humanitarian mission.
“It’s on how we will treat
them,” Teodoro said.
He added that VFA has existed because of the 1987 Constitution.
“I believe that the provision in the 1987 Constitution

stating that foreign troops shall
not be allowed, is wrong. The
US military bases in the Philippines which were removed under the 1987 Constitution are a
separate issue,” Teodoro said.
He added that the foreign
troops, not only from the Unit-

ed States but other countries
shall be in the country all the
times for joint exercises, coordination, cooperation and
building of trust and decreasing of tension.
The US troops and the
Philippine troops can work
both ways. If the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) will
not conduct joint military exercises with our allies, how can
we achieve inter-operability?
“We should have VFA, not
only with US military but also
with other countries which are
our allies so we can be inter-operable. If not, we can amend the
provision in the 1987 Constitution banning foreign troops in
the Philippines,” Teodoro said.
ELIAS O. BAQUERO

Minglanilla reclamation to trigger regional growth
THE Cebu Landmasters Inc. (CLI) envisions the
100-hectare Ming-Mori reclamation project in Metro Cebu
to become a regional growth
center. The Minglanilla Techno Business Park (Ming-Mori)
has been master-planned by
globally acclaimed Singapore-based Surbana Jurong
Consultants. This is one of the

most successful urban and infrastructure consulting firms
in Asia with projects in over 30
countries.
“The project will take CLI
to a brand-new level,” said CEO
Jose Soberano III. Serving as
chairman and president of CLI
affiliate Ming-Mori Development Corp., he witnessed the
signing ceremony of the Memo-

randum of Agreement between
the local government of Minglanilla town and the Philippine
Reclamation Authority (PRA).
Mayor Elanito Pena represented Minglanilla town.
General manager and CEO
Atty. Janilo Rubiato represented the PRA. The PRA coordinates and administers all reclamation projects nationwide.

Approval of the development
indicates that the government
has thoroughly evaluated the
undertaking. In 2020, the
Ming-Mori project obtained
its Environmental Compliance
Certificate (ECC) after more
than five years of a rigid and
comprehensive review.
The project will “widen the
range of our customer base. It

soon includes light-industrial
and technology-driven companies,” Soberano said. “We
aim to achieve a balanced and
mutually supportive relationship between urban mixed-use
development, light-industrial
land use, and environmental
stewardship. This will be our
formula for sustainable growth
and development.”

New leaders of Cebu brokers stress fair playing field
THE Chamber of Customs
Brokers Inc. (CCBI)-Cebu
Chapter has underscored fair
playing field and unity among
the customs brokers, as newly
elected officers took their oath
of office last June 14, 2021.
Ronald P. Grancho, the
new CCBI-Cebu president,
said the thrust of his leader-

A GROUP of veteran social activists meet in Cebu City
over the weekend to intensify
the clamor for Vice President
Leni Robredo to run for president in 2022.
The group calling itself
LENI Tanging Pagasa plans
to mount a parallel campaign
for the vice president, whom
they believe is the best opposition bet as people can
engage her in gut issues. The

ship is to foster camaraderie and harmony among the
chamber officers and members.
“I want all officers of
CCBI-Cebu to have a clear understanding that the primary
purpose of leading the organization is to serve and nothing
else. Make your other motives

only secondary to service,”
Grancho said.
Along with Grancho, the
other CCBI-Cebu officers are:
Charmaine C. Garcia, executive vice president; Harly
Kenn O. Villasor, vice president for internal; Geraldine S.
Secuya, vice president for external; Erwin C. Andaya, vice

president for professional development; Alfredo B. Regidor
Jr.., vice president for government affairs; Sanchie Kyra M.
Nudnud, secretary; Beverly A.
Cabelino, treasurer; Dandel I.
Magto, auditor; and Vic C. Alburo, press relations officer.
The members of the Board
of Directors are Junnic Presley

Former youth activists unite for LENI
group also plans to engage
initiatives like 1Sambayan.
“The situation now calls
for a solid opposition candidate vs the candidate of the
Duterte regime,” said Noel
Medina, spokesman for Luzon of LENI Tanging Pagasa
said.
“LENI Tanging Pagasa
will reach out to the broad
masses and reform-minded
politicians to push Vice Pres-

ident Leni Geronal Robredo
to run for president in 2022,
said lawyer and Danao City
Councilor Ed Lao, the group’s
spokesperson for the Visayas
and a 1980s figure of the National Union of Students of
the Philippines (NUSP) said,
further noting that Robredo,
a people’s lawyer, has the credentials of actually working
for the poor.
“As the elite are divided

and traditional bureaucrats
fight each other for their
share of the loot from public
coffers, Vice President Robredo has the best chance to become the people’s candidate,”
said BenCy Ellorin, spokesman for Mindanao of the
LENI Tanging Pagasa and a
national officer of the College
Editors Guild of the Philippines (CEGP) in the 1990s.
Convenors
of
LENI

A. Carin, Resty Polo E. Lope,
Maria Lourdes Y. Mercader,
Juliever G. Colcol, and Maidee
C. Sano.
They all took their oath of
office before Bureau of Customs (BOC) Port of Cebu Acting District Collector Charlito
Martin Mendoza. ELIAS O.
BAQUERO

Tanging Pagasa are now established
businesspeople
and professionals in various
fields: Ricardo ‘Ric’ Serrano,
President; Engr. Billy Roseno, Executive Vice President;
Reynaldo ‘Bunso’ Villarin,
Sectetary General; spokepersons Noel Medina, Atty. Edmund Lao, and BenCy Ellorin; and national leaders
Leonardo Villarin and Pablo
Gerasmio. PR
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Unite the opposition!
Independence Day
used to be a day to
march against American imperialism. Today, that sentiment
against China’s creeping takeover of the West
Philippine Sea has taken over. The sad reality,
President Rodrigo R.
Duterte seemingly allows such takeover.
Weekly Notes
This led to the for- Emmanuel Nacorda Mongaya
mation of 1Sambayan
that, aside from supposedly choosing one opposition candidate against the candidate Duterte would endorse, protested Malacañang’s stand against the Imperial bully.
Alas, the list of candidates 1Sambayan presented
on June 12 excluded other presidentiables who could
mount a credible fight against Davao City Mayor Inday
Sara Duterte-Carpio. The only winnable (in my opinion)
opposition presidentiable 1Sambayan endorsed is Vice
President Leni Robredo.
Leni supporters are quite active. Leni volunteers presented an online national concert last Saturday evening to
mark Independence Day. In Cebu that same day, pro-Leni activists formed the Leni Tanging Pag-asa (LTP) 2022.
Activities like these tell me one thing. She will most likely run for president. The sustained efforts of President
Duterte and the DDS to smear Leni have only cemented
her credibility as opposition. The vice president has conducted herself with dignity and seen by ordinary folks at
the grassroots pushing her projects. In contrast, we see a
bastos incompetent the public only watches in pre-taped
videos every Monday evening.
However, 1Sambayan will soon need to deal with
presidentiables like Sen. Manny Pacquiao, Manila Mayor
Isko Moreno, and Sen. Ping Lacson.
Those endorsing Sen. Manny Pacquiao have long begun building a grassroots infrastructure nationwide. The
senator may not be good in debates at the Senate floor. But
he is better than one who jokes about riding a jet ski to the
Spratly’s. I would advise the DDS to stop questioning ALS
and ETEEAP in their efforts to discredit the Pacman’s education. These educational programs helped tens of thousands nationwide rise from the shackles of poverty. Anticipating a victory against Errol Spence Jr., the Pacman
would become a formidable candidate by September.
Last Saturday, I also learned about a pro-Isko meeting in Cebu. Sen. Lacson supporters have also been giving local contacts the heads up.
In 1985, opposition elders united the camps of Cory
Aquino and Doy Laurel. Those who want to unite the opposition against Inday Sara will need to convince Leni,
Manny, Isko, and Ping to unite.
(Emmanuel Mongaya is co-founder and director for
strategic communications of PRWorks Inc. He is also
a member of the Political Officers League of the Philippines or POLPhil. DM him @anol_cebu)
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Gibo’s gamble
For many, former defense secretary Gilbert ‘Gibo’
Teodoro Jr. is a president the
Philippines never had. But
10 years after his defeat in
a presidential run a decade
ago, he has presented himself for a political comeback.
Teodoro, who turned 57
last June 14, placed fourth
among eight candidates in the
2010 presidential race that
his estranged second cousin,
Benigno “Noynoy” Aquino
III won. Recently, he went to
Davao City to offer himself
as running-mate of Mayor
Inday Sara Carpio-Duterte
should she run for president
in May 2022.
Nevertheless, we ask. Assuming Inday Sara will run
for president, will she choose

Atty. Gerardo Carillo
Chairman

Teodoro as running mate?
Come to think of it, Teodoro had been a key ally
of former president Gloria
Macapagal-Arroyo.
Could
he be Arroyo’s representative in a Duterte-Arroyo alliance now? To recall, Inday
Sara had been a key factor in
the assumption of Arroyo as
speaker of the House.
However, the Duterte
camp also needs to strengthen its alliance with the Marcoses. A week before Teodoro’s visit to Davao City,
Sen. Imee Marcos and presidentiable Bongbong Marcos
had lunch with Inday Sara.
The Arroyos and the
Marcoses are key allies of
then mayor Rodrigo Roa
Duterte in 2016. These same

Emmanuel delos Santos Rabacal
President

Emmanuel “Anol” Mongaya

Elias O. Baquero

Editor

VP-Finance

Keres H. Aviles
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allies would be crucial in Inday Sara’s possible May 2022
run.
Will Gibo’s gamble pay
off this time around?
On the other hand, the
opposition is also struggling
to unite, agree on a common candidate, and mount
an effective campaign. The
so-called common candidate that 1Sambayan might
eventually support will still
need to deal with other presidentiables like Sen. Manny
Pacquiao, Sen. Panfilo Lacson, and Manila Mayor Isko
Moreno.
But then, perhaps Gibo’s
participation in the process
might lift the quality of candidates that the Filipino people will choose from.
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G7 vows action on COVID-19 vaccines,
climate change
BIZBITS

Manny de los Santos Rabacal

Group of Seven (G7)
leaders on Sunday (Jun 13)
vowed to start delivering 1
billion doses of COVID-19
vaccines and to step up action on climate change, in
a summit call to arms by a
revived democratic alliance
that also confronted China
and Russia. In a final communique issued at their first
physical summit in nearly
two years, the leaders of the
elite club largely hewed to US

President Joe Biden’s push
to regain the West’s cohesion after the tumultuous era
of his predecessor Donald
Trump. The leaders said that
they will harness the power of democracy, freedom,
equality, the rule of law and
respect for human rights to
answer the biggest questions
and overcome the greatest
challenges. But the pledge on
vaccines for poorer nations
fell drastically short of the 11
billion doses that campaigners say are needed to end a
pandemic that has claimed
nearly 4 million lives and
wrecked economies around
the globe. Likewise, the G7’s
pledges to deliver more aid
for countries at the sharp
end of climate change, and
to phase out fossil fuel investments, were decried as
too little, too late ahead of
a UN summit in November.
Nevertheless, British Prime
Minister Boris Johnson,
the summit’s host, said the
G7 wanted to drive a global

Green Industrial Revolution to transform the way we
live. A White House official
agreed the three-day gathering in Cornwall, southwest
England, had been an unusually substantive and productive G7. Angela Merkel,
attending her last G7 as German chancellor, said Biden
had brought “new momentum” to efforts to tackle the
world’s problems. India and
South Africa, who took part
in the G7 talks as guests, had
pressed for the gathering to
waive intellectual property
rights on Western vaccines.
But Britain and Germany
were notable holdouts on
that. (CNA)
oOo
Oil prices held near
multi-year highs on Monday,
underpinned by an improved
outlook for demand as increased COVID-19 vaccinations help lift travel curbs.
Brent crude was up 14 cents,
or 0.2%, at $72.83 by 0123
GMT. It rose 1.1% last week

and hit the highest since May
2019 of $73.09 on Friday.
U.S. West Texas Intermediate was also up 14 cents, or
0.2%, at $71.05 a barrel, after reaching the highest since
October 2018 at $71.24 on
Friday and rising 1.9% on
the week. Vehicle traffic is
returning to pre-pandemic
levels in North America and
much of Europe and more
planes are in the air as lockdowns and other restrictions
are being eased, driving
three weeks of gains for the
oil benchmarks. The Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC)
and allies, known as OPEC+,
need to increase output to
meet recovering demand, the
International Energy Agency
(IEA) said in its monthly report on Friday. The OPEC+
group has been restraining
production to support prices
after the pandemic wiped out
demand in 2020. (Reuters)
oOo
McDonald’s is the latest

big company to be hit by a
data breach that has exposed
customers’
details.
The
world’s biggest burger chain
said cyber attackers had accessed a “small number” of
files on customers in South
Korea and Taiwan. The
breach included e-mail, delivery addresses and phone
numbers - but not payment
details. The details of the
breach, first reported by the
Wall Street Journal, were
discovered during an external investigation after unauthorised activity was spotted
on the company’s network.
The company said its substantial investment in cyber
security meant it was identified quickly. Operations at its
restaurants were not affected
by the hack. The fast food
firm did say, however, that
personal data on employees
was also accessed - although
it did not say in which countries. (BBC)
mannyrabacal1144@
gmail.com

Pres. Garcia on Don Sergio Osmeña
[excerpts October 26, 1961]
Cebu Legal
Pedia

Atty. Clarence Paul V. Oaminal

“ANOTHER life of love
is now only a blessed memory. It has passed beyond
our horizon, beyond the twilight’s purple hills to that
vast realm of silence we call
death.
We are gathered in this
historical hall, drawn together by a common and profound bereavement, to pay
heartfelt tribute and bid sad
farewell to one of the greatest men ever born to the Fil-

ipino race—Sergio Osmeña.
In life, he was a gentle and
beloved friend, a well-loved
husband and father, a firm
and wise leader, a peerless
kind greathearted statesman,
a broad-visioned and selfless
patriot. In death, he joins
the ranks of our illustrious
immortals to become forever the pride and the inspiration of the nation he helped
to build, served so well, and
loved so dearly.
Sergio Osmeña was God’s
rare and timely gift to the Filipino people at a critical hour
in the life of the Motherland.
He burst upon the national
scene when our people, having suffered a humiliating
and numbing defeat in war,
were bewildered and lost,
without pride in their past,
indifferent to the meaning
of freedom, and thoughtless
and heedless of the future,
Sergio Osmeña opened to
them a new vision and direc-

tion and awakened in them
a new purpose and a new
hope and a new spirit. He led
them back to the true road to
freedom and fulfillment that
Jose Rizal had marked well
but from which they had unfortunately strayed away. He
was a pioneer, a torch bearer,
a toiler when his country was
down. In this historic task,
it was as if he combined the
great night of right and the
cloudless mental vision that
appearances cannot deceive,
that flattery cannot blind,
and threats cannot deflect.
The historian of Philippine
freedom therefore will be
compelled to write the name
of Sergio Osmeña on the
Tablet of Eternity.
Sergio Osmeña took the
helm of our national destiny with hands made firm by
inspired wisdom. He bore
the signet of Eternity. It was
he who established Philippine-American cooperation

on a plane of equality, mutual recognition, and mutual respect. It was he who
interpreted America to the
Filipinos and the Philippines
to the Americans with rare
insight kind understanding
and faithfulness. It was he
who turned mutual distrust
into mutual friendship, mutual suspicion into mutual
trust, mutual hostility into
enduring amity. It was lie
who gave America’s political
program in the Philippines
the flesh and blood and spirit
that made of the Philippine
Assembly a Filipino triumph
in self-government and the
precursor of eventual independence on one hand, and,
on the other hand, America’s
springboard to that great adventure in altruism which
eventually gave the world an
enlightened formula for the
liquidation of colonialism
and the liberation of all subjected races. The heroic Phil-

ippine-American stand in
Corregidor and Bataan was a
magnificent flowering of the
seeds he had sown and the
plant he had nourished with
care and devotion.
In essaying wise and
consummate national leadership, Sergio Osmeña also
reached the height of statesmanship and patriotism. To
the preservation of the political party that he founded and
to the unity of the people he
loved, he gladly sacrificed position and ambition and personal fortune. To preserve
the oneness of the nation, he
made great sacrifices, including political self-effacement.
Consequently, his three most
glorious legacies to us were
a vigorous and triumphant
Nacionalista Party, a united
nationally conscious Philippine nation, and a free independent Philippine Republic.
For these three he gave his
best and his utmost.
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Essence of Being Free: Balancing Interest Test

The Legal Front
Atty. Gerry Carillo

The Supreme Court once
said: “In this jurisdiction, it
is established that freedom
of the press is crucial and so
inextricably woven into the
right to free speech and free
expression, that any attempt
to restrict it must be met
with an examination so critical that only a danger that
is clear and present would
be allowed to curtail it.”
Indeed, we have not wavered in the duty to uphold
this cherished freedom. We

have struck down laws and
issuances meant to curtail
this right. When on its face, a
governmental act is nothing
more than a naked means to
prevent the free exercise of
speech, it must be nullified.
In this instant case, the
freedom of press is placed
into test of whether the interest of the state be given
higher interest over it.
The case originates from
events that occurred a year
after the 2004 national and
local elections. On June 5,
2005, Press Secretary Ignacio Bunye told reporters that the opposition was
planning to destabilize the
administration by releasing
an audiotape of a mobile
phone conversation allegedly between the President
of the Philippines, Gloria
Macapagal Arroyo, and a
high-ranking official of the
Commission on Elections
(COMELEC). The conversation was audiotaped allegedly through wiretapping. Later, in a Malacañang press
briefing, Secretary Bunye
produced two versions of

the tape, one supposedly the
complete version, and the
other, a spliced, “doctored”
or altered version, which
would suggest that the President had instructed the
COMELEC official to manipulate the election results in
the President’s favor.
On June 7, 2005, former counsel of deposed
President Joseph Estrada,
Atty. Alan Paguia, subsequently released an alleged
authentic tape recording of
the wiretap. Included in the
tapes were purported conversations of the President,
the First Gentleman Jose
Miguel Arroyo, COMELEC
Commissioner Garcillano,
and the late Senator Barbers.
On June 8, 2005, respondent Department of Justice
(DOJ) Secretary Raul Gonzales warned reporters that
those who had copies of the
compact disc (CD) and those
broadcasting or publishing
its contents could be held
liable under the Anti-Wiretapping Act. He also said
persons possessing or airing

said tapes were committing
a continuing offense, subject
to arrest by anybody who
had personal knowledge if
the crime was committed
or was being committed in
their presence.
The right to free speech
and a free press is not susceptible of any limitation.
But the realities of life in a
complex society preclude a
literal interpretation of the
provision prohibiting the
passage of a law that would
abridge such freedom. For
freedom of expression is
not an absolute, nor is it an
“unbridled license that gives
immunity for every possible
use of language and prevents
the punishment of those
who abuse this freedom.”
As articulated in our
jurisprudence, we have applied either the dangerous
tendency doctrine or clear
and present danger test to
resolve free speech challenges. More recently, we have
concluded that we have generally adhered to the clear
and present danger test.
There needs a balance

between the interest of society and the maintenance of
good government demand
a full discussion of public
affairs. Complete liberty to
comment on the conduct of
public men is a scalpel in
the case of free speech. The
sharp incision of its probe
relieves the abscesses of officialdom. Men in public life
may suffer under a hostile
and unjust accusation; the
wound can be assuaged with
the balm of clear conscience.
The challenged acts in
the case at bar need to be
subjected to the clear and
present danger rule, as they
are content-based restrictions. The acts of respondents focused solely on but
one object—a specific content— fixed as these were on
the alleged taped conversations between the President
and a COMELEC official.
Undoubtedly these did not
merely provide regulations
as to the time, place, or
manner of the dissemination of speech or expression.
Write us at carillogerry@
yahoo.com.ph

Institutionalizing the export of Filipino workers?

The Labor Front
Art Barrit

The fundamental basis
when President Rodrigo R.
Duterte certified as urgent
the passage of a proposed
law that will create a separate agency for Overseas Filipino Workers is to address
the perennial problems affecting migrant workers such
as, streamline the processing
of requirements and to protect and promote the rights
of migrant Filipino workers
abroad.

As such, President Duterte renewed his call during
his 5th SONA for the immediate enactment of Senate
Bill 2234 titled, “An Act Creating the Department of Migrant Workers and Overseas
Filipinos solely dedicated to
the welfare of migrant workers and Filipinos abroad.
Currently, separate government agencies handle
OFW affairs, among them
the Department of Labor and
Employment (DOLE), the
Overseas Workers Welfare
Administration
(OWWA),
the Philippine Overseas Employment
Administration
(POEA), and the Department
of Foreign Affairs’ Undersecretary for Migrant Workers
Affairs.
In the proposed measure,
as pointed out by Congressman Raymond DC Mendoza,
House Chair, Committee on
Overseas Workers Affairs,
the contentious issues that
involved several government
agencies with OFWs’ con-

cerns were already settled.
Cong. Mendoza, TUCP PL is
one of the principal authors
of the bill.
With Malacañang’s declaration as a priority measure, will it address the diaspora engagements and special concerns and assistance
of OFWs after members in
both chambers approved the
bill?
Nonetheless,
sources
from government agencies
noted that Filipino migrants,
which number about 10 million, with 2.2 million OFWs,
often grapple with labor issues and recruitment woes
while some need legal assistance for alleged involvement in criminal activity.
Apparently, several organizations of Filipinos working abroad questioned the
proposed bill, stating among
others, such an agency runs
counter to Duterte’s campaign promise, “to make migration an option and not a
necessity.”

“This is pure and simple
institutionalizing the export
of Filipino workers abroad,”
added the group’s fiery statement.
Actually, “it is not our
intention to push for Filipinos leaving their country,
home and family just to work
abroad,” retorted Senator
Joel Villanueva, who sponsored the Senate bill.
“It is our goal to provide
our fellow Filipinos with the
necessary and adequate support they need in overcoming
the difficult predicaments
they encounter overseas; not
of their own choice, but as
brought about by what has
become unavoidable desperate necessity,” noted Senator
Villanueva.
Nevertheless, their remittances serve as a lifeblood
to the country’s economy.
Despite the economic slowdown during the pandemic,
OFWs still managed to send
home $33.2 billion last year,
equivalent to one-third of the

present P4.506 trillion budget.
In short, the country’s
economy is insulated not
because of the foreign direct
investments (FDIs) or the investment portfolios brought
by foreign investors but the
year-on-year growth increase in remittances of the
overseas workers both landbased and sea-based workers.
What’s the score so far?
The proposed bill creating
OFW department was approved on third and final
reading. Creating a new department would “uselessly
balloon the bureaucracy”
without addressing the social
costs of labor migration, explained Rep. Edcel Lagman.
Accordingly, the International Seafarers Action Center and the Global Council
for Migrante International
categorically stated, the creation of a new department,
“institutionalizes” the export
of labor.
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SEC supports bank secrecy
law amendment

THE Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is
supporting moves to amend
Republic Act No. 1405, or the
Secrecy of Bank Deposits Law,
to buttress the country’s fight
against money laundering,
terrorist financing, tax evasion
and other financial crimes.
The amendments put forward under House Bill No.
8991 will, among others, empower the Bangko Sentral ng
Pilipinas (BSP) to inquire into
and examine deposits when
there is reasonable ground to
believe that fraud, serious irregularity or unlawful activity
has been committed.
The bill will further allow
the BSP to make the results
of the inquiry or examination conducted with the SEC,
Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation, Anti-Money Laundering Council, Department of Justice, and the
courts, when necessary to
prevent or prosecute any offense or crime.
The Secrecy of Bank De-

posits Law has limited the
effectiveness of the SEC, for
instance, to establish the
owners of bank accounts
used in cases of violations
of the Securities Regulation
Code, the Revised Corporation Code of the Philippines,
and other laws implemented
by the Commission.
“In certain cases, the Secrecy of Bank Deposits Law

has prevented the SEC from
validating information on the
declared financial position of
companies where there are
grounds to believe that there
is an effort to conceal misconduct, corporate fraud or
noncompliance with certain
requirements,” the SEC said.
The enactment of House
Bill No. 8991 will serve as one
testament to the Philippines’

commitment to international
standards and best practices
against money laundering,
terrorist financing and other
financial crimes.
“Consequently, the bill
should improve the global
competitiveness of the Philippine economy by ensuring
the integrity of the financial
sector and boosting investor
confidence, among others,”

noted the SEC.
It added that, “The proposed amendments to the
Secrecy of Bank Deposits
Law will equally benefit financial consumers by boosting the capacity of financial
regulators such as the SEC to
pursue persons and groups
behind fraudulent activities
such as investment scams.”
The bill should likewise result in lower costs of
cross-border
transactions
and eased restrictions in investment and foreign currency inflows by keeping
the Philippines off the FATF
“grey list” of jurisdictions under increased monitoring for
high risks of money laundering and terrorist financing.
“The passage of House Bill
No. 8991 will be a win for every
Filipino. It will not only protect the country from financial
crimes but also support the
development of the domestic
capital market, the greater financial sector and the overall
economy,” said the SEC.

PCC to open regional offices in Cebu, Davao
THE Philippine Competition Commission (PCC)
will beexpanding this year
by putting up investigation
hubs in Cebu and Davao.
In a virtual forum Friday,
PCC chairman Arsenio Balisacan said these new regional
offices would strengthen the
agency’s institutional capacity in its competition policy
enforcement and advocacy.
“We aim to establish in-

vestigation hubs in key commercial centers this year.
The investigation hubs in
Cebu and Davao are planned
to be transformed into PCC
Regional Offices next year,”
Balisacan said.
He added that competition policy enforcement remains relevant despite the
pandemic, and even more so
post-pandemic, as the country works for recovery by

building a resilient and inclusive economy.
“As we transition to the
new normal, I would like to
assure you that the PCC will
continue to be vigilant in
market monitoring, enforcement, and evidence-based
advocacy. We will always be
mindful and work for the
protection of consumer welfare, a fair playing field for
businesses, and pro-compet-

itive government interventions. An equal playing field
during and post-pandemic
will ensure a faster and more
stable economic recovery,”
he said.
The PCC, he added, is
looking forward to the lifting of the suspension of the
motu proprio review come
September.
Under Bayanihan Act 2,
the PCC’s review for merg-

ers and acquisitions was suspended for one year.
“By then, we will be able
to review merger transactions in the past year and
identify those that may have
led to anti-competitive effects,” he said.
The PCC has so far received 225 merger and acquisition transactions, with
deals amounting to PHP4.6
trillion.

eryone to scrutinize every
message received, most especially if they are promising
prizes or free gifts for activities the recipient did not sign
up for. It also reiterates that
the company and its dealer

network do not ask for any
private information through
unauthorized channels.
Customers are advised
to only get legitimate information and promotions from
Toyota Motor Philippines’
official website an social media
pages:toyota.com.ph,
facebook.com/toyotamotorphilippines on Facebook, @
toyotamotorphilippines on
Instagram, and @ToyotaMotorPH on Twitter.

Toyota PH advises public vs online scam
TOYOTA Motor Philippines (TMP) has cautioned
the public to watch out for an
online scam promising freebies to mark the car company’s 80th anniversary.
In an advisory, TMP advised customers against clicking on the link or forwarding
the message as this well lead
to a deceptive website.
“Recipients are strongly
advised not to click on the
link and to refrain from for-

warding the message. The
message leads to a deceptive
website that will attempt to
steal personal information
and data,” the statement
read.
In case the recipient has

engaged with the link, it is
best to change the passwords
of concerned accounts and
activate a 2-factor authentication to further improve security.
TMP is encouraging ev-
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Biden celebrates Ph-US
ties on Independence Day

US PRESIDENT Joe
Biden called for a continued
partnership between the United States and the Philippines
on the Southeast Asian country’s 123rd Independence Day
this June 12.
Biden said the two countries should work together in
strengthening the health sector to defeat the pandemic.
“As we honor this joyful occasion of independence
and friendship, let’s also look
to the future. At the challenges our two countries must
continue to work to take on
together: from defeating this
pandemic and strengthening
global preparedness for the
next one to advancing a free
and open Indo-Pacific for all
peoples,” Biden said in a video
posted by the US Department
of State on social media.

Biden emphasized the
“enduring friendship” between US and the Philippines
as he marked two “momentous anniversaries” between
the two countries.
The two countries are also
marking its 75 years of diplomatic relations and the 70th
anniversary of the Mutual Defense Treaty.
“This year, our nations are
also celebrating two momentous anniversaries. Our 75th
anniversary of diplomatic relations and our 70th anniversary of our strong alliance,”
Biden said.
“The Philippines and the
United States share so much
history and our people are forever connected through our
deep bonds and shared sacrifices of valor, of family and of
friendship,” Biden said.

Publishing industry lost $3.6B in 2020
THE entire publishing industry lost an estimated P3.6
billion in the pandemic year
2020, more than half of the
P6 billion average revenue
pre-COVID.
Alvin J. Buenaventura,
executive director of Filipinas
Copyright Licensing Society,
Inc. (FILCOLS), revealed the
estimated losses of the publishing sector at the virtual
1st Philippine International Copyright Summit press
launch.
Bueventura quoted the
National Book Development
Board (NBDB) website, stated
that the book industry’s average revenue pre-COVID was
P6 billion. “Based on these, I

would estimate the loss of the
book industry to P3.6 billion,”
he said.
FILCOLS is the collective management organization (CMO) for the publishing sector. Accredited by the
Intellectual Property Office
of the Philippines and the
Brussels-based International
Federation of Reproduction
Rights Organizations (IFRRO), FILCOLS acts as a bridge
between the end users and
rights holders. It collects the
fees for authors and publishers.
Buenaventura noted the
year 2020 when the Department of Education (DepEd)
ordered the module learn-

ALVIN J. BUENAVENTURA
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FILCOLS

ing due to the pandemic. He
said that developing learning
materials like textbooks and
modules require a different
skill set.
Because of this system, he
said, this resulted in market
failure and loss of income for
authors and publishers.
According to Buenaventu-

ra, after the book is published
and sold, no one is supposed
to reproduce it without the author’s permission unless it is
covered by fair use.
“Sadly, there is a culture
of unfair use masquerading
as fair use in our country. And
DepEd, unfortunately, is the
main proponent of this culture,” he said.
For FILCOLS, he said, this
is a violation of the Book Publishing Industry Development
Act or RA 8047.
Guided by the minimum
learning competencies, he
said, publishers shall produce
and supply the textbooks as
ordered by the department.
(RA 8047, Section 11).

DepEd provides the guidelines while NBDB accredits
the private publishers, and the
private publishers provide the
learning materials like textbooks. DepED will reproduce
the learning modules.
In addition, Buenaventura said that DepEd is still
determining the appropriate
fees for the publishers and
authors.
NBDB Chairperson Dante Francis M. Ang II
reacted to FILCOLS’ speech
saying: “I think I will have to
meet with Mr. Buenaventura
and FILCOLS offline after this
event because I think there are
some things we can work together with regard to textbook
copyright.”

Limited face-to-face classes may extend to other degree programs
THE Commission on
Higher Education plans to
seek President Rodrigo Duterte’s approval for the expansion of limited face-to-face
classes to other degree programs that require hands-on
experience.
CHED Chairman Prospero de Vera III said that
the scope of their proposal
includes engineering, infor-

mation technology, and maritime students.
De Vera added the safety
of students taking up allied
medicine courses, who were
permitted by the national
government to conduct limited face-to-face classes last
January, is the key for them
to decide on the expansion
proposal.
De Vera said among

the 73 universities currently implementing limited
face-to-face classes, most
of them have recorded zero
COVID-19 infections among
their students and faculty.
Those universities which
tallied COVID-19 cases were
ordered to suspend their limited physical classes.
Generally, based on the
data we gathered so far,

there is a small percentage of schools which tallied
COVID-19 cases. While we
continue to add our data, I’m
convinced that it is safe to
hold face-to-face classes and
it may expand to other degree programs, De Vera said.
The National Economic
and Development Authority
(NEDA) also suggested a pilot run of limited face-to-face

classes among students by
August.
“Eventually, less restrictions will allow mobility of
children and elderly, resumption of physical classes
which we can possibly pilot
test by August, and stimulate
more economic activities,”
NEDA Undersecretary Mercedita Sombilla said in a virtual briefing.
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Proposal to exempt fully-vaccinated
travelers from swab test

THE Cebu City Emergency Operations Center (EOC)
will endorse to the Office of the
Mayor its proposal to exempt
inbound domestic travelers
who have been fully vaccinated against COVID-19 from the
swab test and other entry requirements in Cebu City.
Cebu City councilor Joel
Garganera, EOC Deputy Chief
Implementer, said the proposal covers travelers fully vaccinated either in the Philippines
or abroad.
An individual is considered fully vaccinated if he has
already received two doses of a
COVID-19 vaccine. Garganera
said this will apply only to do-

mestic travelers.
The traveler needs to carry his vaccination card at all
times. This has to be presented
to EOC personnel for checking
and validation upon his arrival
in the city’s ports.
“We are aware that there
will be people who will make
fake documents, Garganera
said.
The councilor said he will
forward the proposal to both
Mayor Edgardo Labella, who
is on medical leave and the Office of Cebu City Acting Mayor
Michael Rama.
Labella is likely to return
to work by the end of this
month.

CCTO temporarily facilitates distribution of Balik Pasada ARs
THE Cebu City Transportation Office (CCTO) for
the moment takes charge in
the distribution of the Balik
Pasada
Acknowledgement
Receipts (ARs) at the Ramos
Public Market.
A staff of Councilor James
Cuenco tested positive to the
Coronavirus Disease 2019
(COVID-19) and his office has
been temporarily closed for

disinfection.
Cuenco’s office processes the requirements for the
Balik Pasada Program as well
as all other related processes
for the Jeepney Task Force
(JTF).
Cuenco said in his memorandum order, that his office
will be closed from June 15 to
18, 2021, for disinfection and
compliance with necessary

protocols with regards to contact tracing.
“Moreover, the issuance
of a Balik Pasada Program
Acknowledgement Receipts
and Permits of TPUJ (traditional jeepneys) shall be
temporarily facilitated by the
CCTO Public Mass Transportation Division starting
Wednesday until Friday at
the second floor of the Ramos

Public Market,” said Cuenco.
Those who have concerns
for the City Council’s committee on transportation,
they may send an email to
Cuenco’s chief of staff, Kent
Francisco Jongoy, who can be
reached at kfjongoy@y7mail.
com.
Those with concerns
about the JTF, they can contact the task force through

cebucityjeepneytaskforce@
gmail.com.
The operations of Councilor Cuenco’s office including
the release of requirements
for the Balik Pasada Program
will resume on June 21, 2021.
Applicants for the Balik
Pasada program are advised
to immediately go to the
CCTO office to continue their
application process.

Public consultation on online discounts Cebu City inaugurates
for seniors, PWDs set in July
NOAH vax site
THE Department of Social Welfare and Development
(DSWD) and the Department
of Trade and Industry (DTI)
are scheduled to hold a consultation meeting by “first
week of July” to ensure that
all concerned stakeholders
are on board in the process
of coming up with fair and
square online discounts policy for senior citizens and persons with disability (PWDs).
The DSWD said the
stakeholders’
consultation
meeting will be held “prior to
the finalization of the Joint
Administrative Order (JAO)
that will provide discounts for
the online transactions” of senior citizens and PWDs.
To prepare for the consultation meeting, DSWD is
consolidating the comments
of agencies and partners regarding the guidelines.
“In addition, the Depart-

ment is also seeking assistance from the DTI to identify the different groups of
business establishments and
consumer protection groups
which may be invited in the
consultation meeting,” it added.
The JAO serves as the
guidelines on the “provision
of the statutory benefits and
privileges of the senior citizens and PWDs on their
purchases through online or
e-commerce and phone call/
SMS.”
The DSWD said under
JAO, “it is hoped the statutory privileges granted to senior
citizens and PWDs will be
recognized by all establishments, business owners, and
individual sellers, including
those not registered with the
DTI and the Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR).”
It said the guidelines also

seek to “correct the misconception that the observance of
the statutory privileges is limited to those which are only
registered businesses.”
It noted the concerned
agencies started crafting the
guidelines in March this year.
The JAO was the product
of the “consultative effort of
the DSWD, DTI, Bureau of
Internal Revenue (BIR), National Commission of Senior
Citizens, National Council
on Disability Affairs, Department of Health (DOH) , and
the Department of the Interior and Local Government
(DILG).
“The DSWD vows to continue to protect and promote
the rights and interests of the
vulnerable sector. Its collaboration with DTI and other
agencies to finalize the JAO
is a testament to this commitment.”

THE Cebu City Government inaugurated the New
Normal Oasis for Adaptation
and Home (NOAH) Mega
Vaccination Site on Saturday, June 12, 2021.
It is the fifth vaccination
site put up by tge Cebu City
government and it is located
at the South Road Properties
(SRP).
NOAH Complex used to
be the city’s largest Covid-19
quarantine facility but was
closed on May 31 and later
converted into a vaccination
site for the continuing vaccination program of Cebu City.
Vaccination will start
at the new site once the

city receives its fresh batch
of Covid-19 vaccines from
the Department of Health
(DOH).
Cebu City is targeting
to inoculate at least 3,000
individuals daily at the New
NOAH Mega Vaccination
Site.
The inauguration ceremony was led by Acting
Mayor Michael “Mike” Rama
together with Acting Vice
Mayor Dondon Hontiveros,
Councilor Raymond Garcia,
and Atty. Jocelyn Pesquera.
Presidential spokesman
Harry Roque and former
Senator Bongbong Marcos
also graced the activity.
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CCCI favors Carbon
modernization

THE Cebu Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
(CCCI) has favored the modernization of Carbon Public
Market as it really needs upgrading and redevelopment
as it is an essential component of Cebu City’s economic
growth.
The CCCI has recently issued a Statement of Support
for the Carbon Modernization Project, a joint venture
of the Cebu City Government
and Megawide Construction
Corporation through its subsidiary Cebu2World Development Inc. (C2W).
CCCI, presently led by
businessman Felix Taguiam,
is the oldest and biggest organization of business establishments, professionals and
entrepreneurs in Cebu, and
an umbrella organization
of over 20 industry associations.
It has grown from a
small non-profit organiza-

tion in 1903 into one of the
Philippines’ most respected
organizations, hosting about
2,000 of Cebu’s most innovative concepts under one
representation.
The Cebu City Government represented by Mayor

CEBU City Acting Mayor
Michael Rama said that he
has a separate folder where
he listed down his priorities
while serving as acting chief
executive until June 30, 2021.
Mayor Edgardo C. Labella has filed a leave of absence
starting last June 9, 2021 and
designated Rama as acting
mayor.
First, Rama said he has

issued a directive that the financial assistance of senior
citizens shall be distributed
within the month of June
2021.
Jeffrey Ocampo, chief of
the Senior Citizens Affairs
(OSCA) said the distribution
of financial assistance will be
on June 26.
“We have to give financial
assistance to senior citizens

Edgardo C. Labella and C2W
have signed a 50-year contract for the project.
The CCCI said that the
century-old Carbon public market needs to be improved, not only structurally,
but equipped with facilities

like solid and liquid water
management infrastructure
that are basic for food safety
and human health standards.
With contemporary market management systems
that also deal with congestion and crowding, especial-

ly to include considerations
that this pandemic has
heightened our awareness of.
The business group emphasized that modernizing
the current market into an
“iconic center of commerce
will be beneficial and further
contributes towards cementing (Cebu’s) position as an
economic powerhouse in the
country.
“We are grateful for
the support of pillar organization such are the Cebu
Chamber of Commerce and
its member companies. As
they are comprised of Cebu’s
most storied and respected businesses, our ongoing
dialogue, which includes
insights and questions they
have raised, are always
geared to ensure Cebu City
and its people get the best
possible value from the
projects,” said C2W Chairman Louie Ferrer. ELIAS O.
BAQUERO

Rama lists priorities as acting mayor
every month, not every quarter, and that is a directive from
me as acting mayor,” Rama
said.
He also issued a memorandum to all department
heads to be strict in terms of
dealing with our elders. They
must be active and should be
strict in terms of protocol observance. That’s why he sees
the importance of his Citizens

Protocol Enforcement Movement (CPEM).
CPEM members from all
walks of society will include
the members of their families in strongly implementing
health protocols to prevent
the spread of Corona Virus
Disease (Covid-19).
“I will be visiting every
department. That is part of
my program in the massive

information drive in our vaccination awareness. We have
targeted that about 70 percent
of Cebu City population or
around 700,000 people will
be vaccinated,” Rama said.
He said the Cebu City Government has not yet achieved
about one-third of the target
number and we have to work
double time to hit our goal.

“Our direction is like
nation building, but emancipation, liberation through
vaccination. We have already
vaccinated about 50,000 people, but which is still far away
from our target of 700,000
which is 70 percent of Cebu
City’s more than a million

population,” Rama said.
He urged the people to
register on-line at www.pabakunata.com. Once registered,
the registrant can get a schedule when he will be vaccinated, hence he can save time,
money, and effort. ELIAS O.

ELIAS O. BAQUERO

Respect Philippine flag: Rama
CEBU City Acting Mayor
Michael “Mike” Rama said the
people must respect the Philippine flag as symbol of their
love for the country.
In his speech during the
Independence Day last June
12, 2021, Rama said the people may hold the flag to their
chest and feel its importance
deep in their heart.
“We should remember
that our ancestors, the heroes
and the unsung heroes, died
to defend our country and
now we are independent from
foreign domination,” Rama

said.
The Philippines was colonized by Spain for more than
300 years and by the Americans for several decades. It
was the United States that
granted independence to the
Philippines.
He said that at this time
of Covid-19 pandemic, our heroes of today are the frontliners like medical practitioners,
hospital staff, police, military,
public officials, and media,
among others.
In this year’s Independence Day celebration, we

should seek our tone to a
very clear liberation through
vaccination so we can be free
against Covid-19.
He said the preparation
for independence from pandemic is the understanding
that we really need to set a
leadership by example. We
should not live in fear of being
hit by Covid-19, so we should
have freedom from that virus
through vaccination.
It is in the “oratio imperata” that to take away our
fear of Covid-19 is to be vaccinated.

BAQUERO
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Yap, Relampagos to uplift
conditions of 2nd district folk

BOHOL Vice Governor
Rene L. Relampagos said Bohol Governor Arthur Yap is
determined to uplift the living
condition of the people in the
2nd district where municipalities are categorized as the
“poorest” for a long time.
Relampagos said that if we
look at the data of the Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA),
we can see that 80 to 90 percent in Bohol’s 2nd district
were the poorest in the years
2003, 2005, 2009, 2012, and
even in 2015. The PSA declared
that the ten top poorest of the
poor municipalities are in the
2nd district of Bohol.
Relampagos cited as example that in 2003, the poorest municipalities were Danao,
Buenavista, President Carlos P.
Garcia, Bien Unido, Ubay, Ge-

PB okays
cash gift
for Boholano
centenarians
THE Bohol Provincial
Board has recently approved
the intention of Governor Arthur Yap of giving cash gifts
to Bohol centenarians or Boholanos who are 100 years
old and above.
“We have 36 Boholanos
who are 100, 101, 102 and
103 years old. They will receive P100,000 cash each
plus a plaque of recognition
from the Sanguniang Panlalawigan of Bohol,” Relampagos said.
He said the National
Government through the Department of Social Welfare
and Development (DSWD) is
also giving P100,000 each to
centenarians based on a law
which was passed by Congress when Relampagos was
a congressman.
“In short, the 36 centenarians in Bohol will receive
P200,000 each this year.
The municipalities where
they are living may also give
them cash assistance in accordance with the Local Government Code,” Relampagos
said. ELIAS O. BAQUERO
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P. Garcia, Bien Unido, Bue- Dagohoy, Danao, Talibon and In the years 2003, 2005, 2009,
navista, San Isidro, Getafe, Da- Ubay.
these were the years under the

late Governor Erico Aumentado from Ubay and has been a
congressman in the 2nd district for three terms. If we talk
about 2009, 2012 and 2015,
the congressman of the 2nd
district was Erico’s son Rep.
Aristotle Aumentado.
“So, we can ask why the
second district officials did not
do anything to address the dire
poverty suffered by the people
in these poorest municipalities,” Relampagos said.
“So, Governor Yap and I
are giving big attention to provide the needs of the people
of the 2nd and 3rd districts of
Bohol because they need help
through good programs. But
of course, we are also giving attention to the needs of the people in the 1st district. ELIAS O.
BAQUERO

Capitol to help fishpond operators
OPERATORS of about
2,000 hectares of idle fishponds in Bohol will be assisted
by the Bohol Provincial Government in rehabilitating it to
help the people increase fish
production and their income.
If they can increase fish
production, it will help decrease the price of fish in the
market because it can bring
more supply versus demand.
“We have allocated P51
million to buy equipment at
very affordable prices for use
by fishpond operators to rehabilitate their fishponds so the
workers can go back to work

and the public can have sufficient supply of fish,” Relampagos said.
Based on official government data, the fishponds were
affected when a 7.2 magnitude
earthquake hit Bohol on October 15, 2013. Due to lack of
support, they failed to recover
and remained closed until now.
On top of these programs
on agriculture and fishery, Dar
was happy to learn that the
Yap-Relampagos administration is initiating the creation
of “Soil and Water Laboratory
Center. This is important to the
farmers so they can use scien-

tific method to apply the farm
inputs needed in the farms to
address the full potentials in
increasing food production.
In the old method, the
farmers planted, used urea
among others, what we don’t
know the condition and nutrient of the soil needed by the
plants. It is likened to a person
who needs to undergo a blood
test so doctors can determine
if he has high cholesterol, high
creatinine, high sugar, and
etcetera so he may know the
appropriate medicine to cure
him.
In short, agriculture and

fishery in Bohol under the
Yap-Relampagos administration are given much priorities
especially that in Bohol, the
biggest population are making
a living in these sectors. Bohol
is an island province.
This is an instrument and
strategy used by the administration in the Province of Bohol
lead by Yap, supported by the
Bohol Provincial Board with
Relampagos as presiding officer.
“We are really determined
to uplift the living condition of
the people,” Relampagos said.
ELIAS O. BAQUERO

DAR chief praises programs for farmers, fisherfolk
BOHOL Vice Governor
Rene L. Relampagos said Department of Agriculture (DA)
Secretary William Dar has
visited the province recently
and praised for the good programs for farmers and fisherfolks.
Dar discovered the programs for the agricultural and
fishery sectors during his visit
at Bohol Capitol attended by
Governor Arthur Yap, Relampagos, board members and
department heads.
Dar was happy when Yap
presented to him what Dar

called a very comprehensive
program the Bohol Provincial
Government for the agricultural and fishery sectors.
Relampagos said that if
this program will be realized
with the help of DA, it will increase food production and
assure Bohol’s food security.
“We can increase the income of the farmers and fisherfolks and improve their living condition. Bohol is really
an agricultural and fishery
province so, we must focus
our programs on these areas,”
Relampagos said.

Yap showed to Dar the
different kinds of initiatives in
the provincial agriculture’s office and the funds amounting
to millions of pesos under the
2021 annual budget of Bohol
to help the people increase
production and increase income.
This includes the purchase
of machineries to be used in
improving the production of
cassava and corn, plus technical assistance and distribution
of good rice seeds.
“We have a program called
ART-160 for irrigated rice

fields. We targeted a harvest
of not less than 160 cavans of
rice per hectare,” Relampagos
said.
He said that when this
was implemented, the farmers
who adopted the system have
yields of not more than 200
cavans per hectare.
Then there is the so-called
ART-120 for rice farms which
are not irrigated and are relying on rain. When this intervention was given were able to
harvest not less than 120 cavans per hectare, Relampagos
said. ELIAS O. BAQUERO
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G7 matches China with
grand infrastructure plan
THE Group of Seven (G7) richest democracies is offering developing nations an infrastructure plan that could rival
President Xi Jinping’s
multi-trillion-dollar Belt
and Road.
The G7, whose leaders are meeting in southwestern England, has been
searching for a coherent
response to the growing assertiveness of Xi after China’s surging economic and
military rise over the past
40 years.
U.S.
President
Joe
Biden and other G7 leaders hope their plan, known
as the Build Back Better
World (B3W) initiative,
will provide a transparent
infrastructure partnership
to help narrow the $40 trillion needed by developing
nations by 2035.
The G7 and its allies
will use the B3W initiative
to mobilize private-sector capital in areas such as
climate, health and health
security, digital technolo-

gy, and gender equity and
equality, the White House
added.
China’s Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI) scheme,
which Xi launched in 2013,
involves development and
investment initiatives that

would stretch from Asia to
Europe and beyond.
More than 100 countries have signed agreements with China to cooperate in BRI projects like
railways, ports, highways
and other infrastructure.

Critics say Xi’s plan to
create a modern version
of the ancient Silk Road
trade route to link China
with Asia, Europe and beyond is a vehicle for the
expansion of Communist
China. Beijing says such

doubts betray the “imperial
hangover” of many Western powers that humiliated
China for centuries.
Leaders of the G7 - the
United States, Canada,
Britain, Germany, Italy,
France and Japan - want to
use their gathering in the
seaside resort of Carbis Bay
to show the world that the
richest democracies can offer an alternative to China’s
growing clout.
The re-emergence of
China as a leading global power is considered to
be one of the most significant geopolitical events
of recent times, alongside
the 1991 fall of the Soviet
Union that ended the Cold
War.
As part of the G7 plan,
the United States will work
with the U.S. Congress to
supplement existing development financing and to
“collectively catalyze hundreds of billions of dollars
of infrastructure investment”, the White House
said.

Airline industry sees long-term rebound SoKor economy rebounds
AFTER flying into the
financial turbulence of the
COVID pandemic, the airline sector expects passenger traffic to take off despite concerns about the
industry’s impact on climate
change.
The International Air
Transport
Association
(IATA) said it doesn’t expect
world air traffic to resume to
its pre-pandemic level before 2023.
But over 20 years, air
traffic should almost double, from 4.5 billion passengers in 2019 to 8.5 billion in
2039.
That is a drop of one billion passengers from IATA’s
pre-crisis forecast.
However, that will be
good news for aircraft manufacturers, who slowed down
production during the crisis
as airlines cancelled orders
to stay financially afloat.
Air travel could beat
pre-pandemic level by 2023,

says air transport body
Airbus has already announced it plans to step up
the manufacturing pace of
its best-selling A320 single-aisle aircraft and should
reach a record level already
in 2023.
Boeing, for its part, forecasts that airlines will need
43,110 new aircraft through
2039, which will result in a
near doubling of the global
fleet. Asia alone will account
for 40 percent of that demand.
If the biggest aircraft
fleets are currently in the
United States and Europe,
the biggest increases are expected in Asia and the Middle East, the consulting firm
Oliver Wyman said in a recent study.
Airbus delivered 19 percent of its planes to China,
more than the United States,
and this trend is not expected to change.
In many emerging coun-

tries where the middle class
is expanding air travel is
becoming possible for more
and more people.
“Among Asia’s emerging
nations, one of the greatest
aspirational goals is simply
the ability to fly internationally,” said the Center for Aviation (CAPA).
“It is a sign of social and
economic maturity and permits experiences which were
unthinkable for their parents.”
In 2019, air traffic declined by four percent in
Sweden -- but it hit a record
across Europe, according to
the air traffic control body
Eurocontrol.
The air sector has
pledged to cut its carbon
emissions in half by 2050
from their level in 2005.
Airlines have an economic incentive to do so, as
adopting more fuel efficient
planes reduces operating
costs.

SOUTH Korea started
showing an economic turnaround in recent months
from the Covid-19 pandemic distress as indicated by an
improved domestic demand
and an export recovery.
The Ministry of Economy and Finance in its
monthly economic report,
called Green Book, stated
that the South Korean economy lately saw a solid recovery in export and investment while the improvement in domestic demand
lasted amid a spike in employment for two straight
months.
The report mentioned
the domestic demand improvement for the second
consecutive month, signifying the recent economic

recovery spreading to the
domestic front.
Credit card spending expanded 6.8 percent in May
from a year earlier, keeping
an upward trend for four
months in a row.
Revenue among department stores surged 17.3
percent last month and revenue among online retailers
soared 48.4 percent.
Consumers’ reaction on
the economic situation continued to gain for the first
five months of this year.
Export jumped 45.6
percent in May from a year
earlier after climbing 41.2
percent in the previous
month. The number of jobs
advanced 619,000 in May
on a yearly basis after increasing 652,000 in April.
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